The network for CEOs, by CEOs

break-a-way (ˈbrā-kə-ˌwā)

noun: a divergence or radical change from
something established or long standing
verb: to pull away with a burst of speed
Bloomberg Breakaway is a global network of
CEOs and founders who are focused on
growing their businesses through continuous
innovation, industry disruption, and dynamic
leadership.
Through our CEO summits, expert-led
workshops and roundtables, and other VIP
benefits, members collaborate with their
peers to learn strategies to help take their
companies to the next level.

Member Company Profile
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“I was drawn to Bloomberg Breakaway
because of the opportunity to interact
with industry leaders from all parts of
the world.”

22%

“The Breakaway CEOs are known for
being a phenomenal group of leaders
shaping the future of our world.”

average annual revenue

– Alvaro Baltodano, CEO, Integra Group

– Katica Roy, CEO and Founder, Pipeline Equity

“Bloomberg Breakaway gives members
a great opportunity to mix with smart
people with very diverse backgrounds
and interests that I would not
otherwise come across.”
– Colin Berthoud, Founding Partner, TIM – An Acuris Company

average 1-year growth rate

$500 million
53% / 47%

public companies / private companies
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Spring CEO Summit

New York | June 17-18, 2019

Autumn CEO Summit

London | November 11-12, 2019
Member Forums at Sooner Than You Think
Singapore and Equality Summit Mumbai

CEO Summits &
Forums

Global Event Series
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Members receive invitations to attend
events around the world on leadership,
technology, and finance
Sooner Than You Think

London | New York | Singapore

Bloomberg Equality Summit
London | New York | Mumbai

Bloomberg Invest

Abu Dhabi | Hong Kong | London | New York

The Year Ahead

Davos | New York | Tokyo

Unique Experiences
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Global platinum members are invited to
join us for
The High Road Driving Experience, where
we test drive the latest supercar models,
The Players Technology Summit, where
celebrated athletes and business leaders
share business success stories and lessons
learned, and
The Bloomberg 50 Gala dinner, which
celebrates the 50 honorees on the annual
Bloomberg 50 list

Member Promotion
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Members are listed on the
Bloomberg Breakaway website,
have the opportunity to be a guest
author on the member insights
page, and are invited to
participate in video Q&A at
events, roundtable discussions,
and other thought leadership
opportunities.

Exclusive Content and Access
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Members receive a complimentary
subscription to Bloomberg.com
and Bloomberg Businessweek,
private networking opportunities,
and more.

Annual Investment
Membership Benefits
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Benefits of Membership
• Expand your global network
• Elevate your profile
• Takeaway practical strategies to inspire
and grow your business
• Provide your senior executives with
access to high-value content and
networking through global events
• Access to exclusive content from
Bloomberg
JOIN NOW

$5,000

 Registration for Breakaway CEO summits
 London (November 12, 2019)
 New York (June 2020)
 Complimentary invitations to Bloomberg Live global marquee events for
members and their senior team members
 The Year Ahead Summit (Davos, New York and Tokyo)
 Bloomberg Invest (Abu Dhabi, Hong Kong, London New York)
 Sooner Than You Think (London, New York, Singapore)
 Equality Summit (London, Mumbai, New York)
 Complimentary invitations for members to luxury events including
 The High Road Driving Experience
 The Players Technology Summit
 The Bloomberg 50 Gala Dinner
 Member profile with photo, bio and Q&A featured on Bloomberg
Breakaway website
 Subscription to Bloomberg Businessweek
 Subscription to Bloomberg.com
 Thought leadership opportunities throughout the year, such as posts on
the Breakaway website, webcast hosts, video and table hosts at live
events, and more

